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Contributors

Though he may have lost the war, Jim
Dickinson has always fought his own battles, and
he tells why in "Mr. Crump Don't Like It".
Articulate and humorous, Dickinson examines the
politics and personalities that have shaped his
career in music. World Boogie, the real Dixie Fyers,
the Delta Triangle and more in the first part of an
exclusive interview with David Less. David Less'
articles on Memphis Music have appeared in
Rolling Stone, Downbeat and Memphis Magazine.
Phyllis Tickle was a child when Beale Street was
a jungle and the blues was iust another street
corner song. In Inner City Essays, she recalls after
noons spent in her uncle's drugstore, long before
Beale became the second best stop on the Gray
Line Tour. Inner City Essay illustration is by
Michelle Dent.
Gordon Alexander examines the success of
the cars in Hi-Tech for the Eighties, Lynn LeSueur
tells why Rickie Lee Jones is not a female Tom
Waits, and Joe Mulherin spends an evening with
Blood, Sweat, and Tears.
Trust Tom O'Neilto wade into the latest batch
of record releases and return with the best of the
new fall albums. Photos for the music section are
provided by Ebet Roberts, Shelia Sanderson and
Karen Carter.
Modern technology supplies the riddles, Bruce
Goldfarb the commentary and Kroger the grape
preserves in The Great Grape Jelly Scandal.
Clay Yager, host of FM 89's Monday and
Thursday nights Jazz shows, writes about what he
knows best in Just Jazz. WEVL's Betsy William's re
view of Ourselves and Our Children is required
reading for adults and children who feel frozen in
the role of parent and child.
As Dixie Flyer begins its' second year of pub
lication, we wish to thank our advertisers, contribu
tors and readers for their continued support. Don't
miss our November issue, featuring "Mr. Crump
Don't Like It", Part Two," and humor by Ray
Coleman.
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Dear Dixie,
Don't catch the
Dixie Flyer
by sight,

have it
delivered
to your door.
Subscriptions to the Dixie Flyer
are now available.
For $6.00 you will receive
12 issues, plus
A Free Dixie Flyer T-Shirt!
The Dixie Flyer is produced entirely by volunteers. You can si
port the Dixie Flyer by advertising or by subscribing.

Send check or money order to:
Dixie Flyer
P.O. Box 4074
Memphis, TN 38104
T-Shirt Size S_ M_

Name
Address_
Apt. No. _
City

scene has been, where it is at, as
well as where the hell it's going!
This writer believes that one
main difference between ' 'the
Memphis Scene," past and present,
First, let me say that the mu is that most of the people in
volved in the local scene are dream
sicians who live and perform in
Memphis are among the best for ing now, and granted some dreams
being inspiring performers, com or fantasies are nice, but it takes
hard work, dedication and business
posers and in some ways, phil
energy to develop the rich music
osophers. They do show some form
heritage that Memphis has known
of dedication to music...
in the past. Most people involved
Second, for the past few years,
now a days think they have all the
Memphis has seemed to be in a state
experience, knowledge and profess
of regression in the world of music.
ionalism that it takes to become
Now, I ask you, "How can we allow
musical legends...Bull!!
a city with such a noted musical
Here are a few questions I
background to be so stagnant?"
would like those of you reading
I for one, firmly believe that for the
this to think and supply some input
past few years, a new beginning
from:
has been taking place, allowing some
Question: How many good local
of the local musicians to turn seem
music critics do we have?
ingly bad times into stepping
stones. The local musicians deserve
Question: How many concerts or
some form of local support. As the
club shows have you been to and
local musician temperament is not
walked away truly satisfied for your
a "positive" one. Those trying to
money?
make it in Memphis have to look
Question: Are there enough local
for help outside of the local following
people who are really concerned
since the local support doesn't seem
about the local entertainment scene?.
to be too damn good! A lot of the
My answer to that is: there never
blame has been buck-passed to the
can be enough!
average person on the street. The
Memphis has had many working
citizens, visitors or other musicians
walking legends in the past music
who are not properly informed!!
heritage. Yet, at the present, the
And, at this point in time, it probably local music scene is full of possible
makes very little difference to them.
legends, such as: (Target, Larry
As the local citizens do not have
Raspberry, Keith Sykes, The Amaz
to become part of the music scene,
ing Rhythm aces, Joyce Cobb, Com
they do so by choice!
panion, etc...( and they'll be among
The "live" entertainment clubs
the first to tell you how hard it is
seem to take the music scene for
to "Break out" of Memphis. Any
granted, with their thinking that
one involved in the local performing
everyone should support everything
scene is taking a big risk. Mainly
musical automatically and pay in
because, they do not earn enough
flated admission prices for some of
true media support, printed or audio.
the lesser quality local acts. Hard
At this very moment, there are quite
to understand, huh?
a few people who do not listen to any
People (music lovers) are better
radio for the majority of the day. But
educated now-a-days, and they
we all must realize that each
aren't going to respond to "hype."
station's programming is aimed at
They will respond to good, honest
pleasing the majority of its listeners.
communication. But trying to sort
But each station displays very little
out all of the "hype" causes a lot
growth when it comes to "true and
of "local music lovers" to miss
honest one to one communication.
a lot! There is one hell of an oppor
Why? Probably a result of over
tunity if the clubs, booking agents
working for the almighty dollar.
promoters, and the media outlets
Now, some of the blame goes to the
would try to develop something that
local public for not speaking out for
can add to Memphis' already rich
their (your) entertainment rights.
musical heritage! Then, it will all
Teamwork, organization, co-opera
be on the shoulders of the local
tion and local involvement would aid
musicians to try and prove just how
;the music scene more than anything.
good they are!!
It'll take all of us, speaking our
So, come on all you laid back
minds in order to conquer the music
music lovers, become responsive!!
politics here in Memphis! Without
Now is the time that we all aid in
it, the local music scene will con
developing a more vocal music
tinue to be stagnant for no valid
scene.The next step is to express
reason!
your god-given opinion. Now, I'm
Music lovers, stand up and be
not saying I have all the answers
counted! Send your comments or
I am only trying to find some an
suggestions to "Dear Dixie."
swers. Let's all combine an effort
Gary Powell
see where the local entertainment
• Memphis, Tn
Dear Dixie correspondence is subject
to editing for clarity and length.
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THEGREAT
SCANDAL
GRAPE JELLY

EDITION

BRUCE GOLDFARB

There was no sense going over
A while ago, when I lived in
Atlanta, I regularly bought grocer the more subtle points with him,
ies at the neighborhood Kroger so I got in touch with the state
store. I found something there that agencies. I'm not one to take jelly
I had never seen before: a jar of lightly, especially when it's being
grape preserves. It was different passed off as preserves. This is
from the jams and jellies—the label serious stuff.
So I wrote to Robert Reeves,
had gold edging and a sedate ren
dering of the fruit rather than the the head honcho at the Food and
standard visually captivating bold Drug Division of the Tennessee
type. I was fascinated because I Department of Agriculture. I spilled
had been told years ago by some- my guts to him, telling him the
people-who-knew that it was nearly terrible cold facts and pleading on
impossible to make preserves out the behalf of food purists every
of grapes. You see, in preserves where.
Actually, I figured that he'd
the fruit is intact in jelled juice.
Jams contain the fruit in either a suspect I was a crank.
But he didn't. I got a prompt
sliced or mashed form along with
the juice. Jelly, naturally, is only reply thanking me for bringing the
matter to his attention. He said,
juice and has no fruit pieces in it.
Apparently, grapes just can't "The next day after receiving your
letter, I noticed at the breakfast
hack it.
So I bought the preserves in table that before me sat a jar of
rabid anticipation of a superlative Kroger Brand Pure Grape Preserves.
peanut butter and preserves sand I grabbed the jar immediately with
wich. When I got home and began your problem in mind. My jar
the project, I was dismayed to a appeared to have the entire grape
perceptible degree at the tre ground up so to be more palatable
mendous lack of any fruit in the jar. I suppose." He went on to tell me
that he examined the jelly in the
I got over it.
I moved back to Memphis. laboratory later that day, includingAgain, shopping in Kroger, 1 was get this~a microscopic analysis.
enticed a second time as I passed No grapes.
I was thrilled.
the jams and jellies and located
Two months later he wrote
a jar of Kroger Brand Pure Grape
Preserves. Fool me once...there was again. The results of his research
still the possibility that the jar determined that the product in
really did contain preserves. There question was indeed grape jelly but
I was, torn between my previous was "composed to be in a more
experience being burned and an viscous jelly than normally found
aching desire to find out what the in the marketplace" and that "in
devil was in the jar. I didn't feel applying the product out of the jar
like dishing out the cash for the it appears very thick and hard to
stuff, so I'll tell you what I did: spread" but nonetheless met the
I opened one up at random from the criterion for grape jelly.
Justice will prevail! Reeves
"shelf. (To whomever bought the one
with the thumbprint-my humble promised that Kroger would be
spot checked in the future and
apologies.)
I saw not a grape. I held it "appropriate corrective measures"
up to the light...no grapes. It was taken if necessary.
Over a year has passed since
indeed as suspected; a clear case
of covert jelly. In righteous indig the beginning of the Great Grape
nation, I confronted the Kroger Jelly Scandal. Nothing more was
heard from the state. No follow-up
"Uh, excuse me. This says or anything. How many people paid
for high-priced preserves that
it's preserves and it's not."
"Of course it's preserves. weren't? Did anybody else com
plain?
Read the label.''
I dunno. I'll tell you about the
"I see the label, but there are
preserves, though. Kroger is still
no grapes in it."
"Certainly there are. It says selling them. It's still jelly. No
grapes. Damn jelly.
so on the label."

Even if you're not a collector
you'll enjoy the first issue of the
Dixie Flyer, which offers a truly
unique point of view of the Elvis
Presley phenomenon. Vol.1,
No. 1 of the Dixie Flyer explores
the many faces of Elvis, from a
psychological viewpoint to a
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Paperback Shack

ODBSEUES
lAHDOOR
OURSELVES AND OUR CHILDREN
1978 by The Boston Women's
Health Book Collective.
Random House, New York
For me, it's captured by my
image of Sunday morning. You pull
the covers over your head, hoping
that the day won't begin just yet.
You can almost taste the hour of
privacy and quiet after a week when
the only place to be alone was a
locked bathroom. You begin to settle
in and you feel a hand on your
breast and another moving over
your thigh. He wants to make loveall the love that you put off every
tired night last week. You turn to
face him, not even sure whether
you want him, and suddenly there
is a sticky, wet little hand
your back and a voice saying, "I
spilled the apple juice,''
Group therapy in book forma self-help/community-help guide
to being a parent-examination of
society's role in the family-femin
ists looking at parenting vice-mothermg-exploring the "me" as well
as the "we" of parenthood. Our
selves and Our Children is all this
and more.
Compiled by the original six
authors plus four of Our Bodies
Ourselves(the most comprehensive',
informative owner's manual for the
female body ever published,) Our
selves and Our Children appears as
a major accomplishment for The
Boston Women's Health Book Col
lective. In the Introduction, the
authors invite you to "Consider
yourself and support this invita
tion with literally hundreds of state
ments which speak directly to the

When I used to think about hav
ing children I imagined us all fitting
together neatly-like the parts of a
puzzle. Come to find out, often it s
more like pieces competing for the
same space. You want the last piece
of cheese, so do they. You want to
read and they want you to read to
them. You need to work and they
need you-they have fallen down,
gotten scared, have something won
derful they have to show you right
that minute.
By printing statements from people
who have shared problems and ex
periences just like yours plus edi
torial comment of an almost activis
nature, they stir your social con
sciousness to correct the mistakes
society has made and bring about a
change in parenting as we know
it today.
The Boston Women's Health
Book Collective is a group of women
of varying ages and lifestyles who-sometime in the late 60's--formed
a discussion group; then decided
just discussing their mutual prob
lems and ideas was not enough.
They wanted to do something con
crete and productive, with their
conclusionsOur Bodies,
Ourselves. This book was an immed
iate hit and has been used for years
as a text in women's courses r
colleges all over the country. With
this accomplishment under the
belts, these indefatigable wome
went on to conquer a new frontsi •
how to cope with them through
stages of development; what soci
ety's role is in rearing childrenetc. They admit their parameters
So, what was the next B»
frustrating and undiscussed j°
most discussed) subject?-Childre •
whether and when to have the
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the introduction to Ourselves and.
Our Children."We are all parents."
"We are all women." "We in the
group call ourselves feminists,..."
"We are all white." "All but two of
us live in the city of Cambidge or
dense suburbs of Boston..." Each
of these limitations, however, is ex
plained in the introduction in the
context of what they intend to
accomplish in writing the book for
a seemingly rather select audience.
NO~the book is not just for white/
female/feminist parents who live
up-north. It's for everyone.
The authors have attempted to
look objectively at all lifestyles and
methods of parenting and have
interviewed hundreds of people in
compiling this volume it is guaran
teed you will find something in Our
selves and Our Children which will
strike a chord-even if you hate
children and wouldn't dream of
having any.
The book is arranged rather in
terestingly in chronological order
from "Considering Parenthood"
through labor and delivery, on to
being the parents of babies, child
ren, teenagers and even adults. The
final four chapters delve into the
very roots of the authors' object
ives in writing the book—"Sharing
Parenthood," "Families: The Con
text for Our Parenting," "Society's
Impact on Families" and "Helping
Ourselves and Finding Help."
A very basic precept of the
authors' philosophies is that parent
hood should be a shared experience
between "one or a few others who'
are intimately connected with our
children's lives." Most often this
means mother and father. They
suggest that men have traditionally
missed out on the nurturing exper
ience of parenthood and that per
haps this stems from a subcon
scious fear of being labeled ' 'effem
inate."
The positives of parenting for
men are that it is a rare placeprobably one of the few places that
men can learn to create in them
selves, and experience in them
selves how it is to care for another
human being who can't give you
anything tangible. Men are social
ized to give and expect in return,
but to give in this way can lead to
poor moral development. When you
have a man willing to give because
someone needs you to give or
they'11 die or won't develop-that's a
rare experience and it's in parenting
that men can have that experience.
It's a humanizing experiencea deepening and moving experience
that can open up mento more loving.
If you follow that through, it can't
help but change society.
This, of course, leads to a dis
cussion of how society can and must
change to recognize its role in par
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enting. One of the more formidable
barriers to this necessary change is
our society's overemphasis on in
dividualism. According to the Amer
ican value system, each of us is
expected to "go it alone," and par
ents are deemed to have sole re
sponsibility for their children.
Once early on in the women's
movement, when I was with some
of my new women's movement
friends, my daughter threw up in the
car. All the women started helping
me clean up, and when I thanked
them they told me, "You don't have
to thank us, because a child isn't
just the parents' responsibility."
That had never occured to me.
The BWHBC also stresses the
necessity of sharing the problems
and frustrations of parenthoodwhether it be with the other parent
or with sympathetic and similarly
situated listeners. What parent has
not, at one time or another, said,
"What am I doing wrong?" The
book is full of information on both
formal and informal supports for
every phase of parenting. The bib
liography also contains numerous
reference books and the names and
addresses of organizations you can
contact for help.
The format is extremely read
able and interesting. All subtopics
are backed up with one or more
quotes from other parents in the
community- male and femalewhich, as often as the authors',
will hit home. The book is intended
as a ready reference in times of
need. A friend said she had read
and reread the sections on single
parenting when she needed stren
gth. Another said he and his wife
had gone over and over the part
about whether to have children in
their struggle with that decision.
Drawbacks in the scope of
Ourselves and Our Children include
the very parameters set by the
authors themselves in the intro
duction. They don't consider, for
instance, the woman who does not
choose to have children but has
them anyway (i.e., the ignorant
and /or poor). They assume this is
the age of enlightened women with
that choice. They do not discuss
single fatherhood to any extent.
They do not make conclusions; they
merely set guidelines. They may be
too idealistic in their attitudes that
society must change its parent role
structure; but their idealism is def
initely inspiring.
Buy the book, if you can find
it, or check it out from the librarybut by all means READ IT. Even
if you don't have children, you'll
learn something about yourself.

BETSY WILLIAMS

Who
Reads
Dixie Flyer?

Only you
can tell us

Please fill in your answers below and mail the questionaire to: Dixie
Flyer, P. O. Box 4074, Memphis, TN 38104.
1. Based on what you've seen in the Dixie Flyer so far, are we right on
course or would you like some changes?
Right on course - don't change •
Right on course but I would like to see:
• More music coverage
• More concert reviews
• Less music coverage
• Less concert reviews
• More variety overall
• Interviews
• More variety in feature stories • More emphasis on the arts
2. If you are a subscriber, then proceed to number 3.
I don't subscribe to the Dixie Flyer because:
• I didn't know subscriptions are available
• Six dollars is too high for a subscription

3. How likely are you to read the next issue?
• Definitely will read it
• Probably will read it
• Probably will not read it
4. Which of the following publications do you read on a regular
basis?
• Dixie Flyer
• Rolling Stone
• National Lampoon • Memphis Magazine
• Time
• Circus Magazine
• Atlantic Monthly
• Newsweek
• High Times
• Esquire
5. Where do you live?
In Memphis:
• Raleigh
• Downtown
• Whitehaven
• Midtown
• Germantown
• East of Highland
Another City:
• Frayser
Please name city and state:
6. Do you own or rent your home?
• Own
• Rent:
• House
• Apartment
7. Have the reviews in the Dixie Flyer influenced your purchase of
albums?
• Yes
• No
8. Do you listen to radio:
• Daily
• Hardly at all
• AM
• FM
• Occasionally
• Definitely not
9. What is your favorite radio station?
10. What is your age?
• Under 18
• 18 - 24
• 25 - 34
11. What is your income?
• Under $12,000
• $13,000 - $20,000
• Over $20,000
13. Comments and suggestions:

Subscriptions are $6.00.

• 35-44
• 45 - 49
• 50 and over
12. What is your education?
• High school student
• High school graduate
• College student
• College graduate
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n the days of the New Deal and the
Third Reich, Beale Street was a jungle,
an African rainforest full of texture and
danger and moving things. Its sounds
were the hot sounds of boiling grease and dusty
feet and billiard balls clacking against each other
in the salloons; it smells were redolent of cabbage
and fish find Blue Waltz perfume. Neither Beale
Street nor the people who lived on it has a winter
time life. When there was no heat, passions
created it and even the rain always turned to
steam when it went dancing on the curbs and
sidewalks of Beale Street.
Inside, in the Pantaze Drug Store on the
corner of Beale and Fourth Street, the texture
and the danger came together. Here the voodoo
charms, the aphrodisiacs and the milagros were
sold in soft voices more filled with gestures than
with words. Long explanations of injury or ancient
hatreds became dark chants across the counters
as each sale neared its completion. On the silent
shelves of the stock room, the leeches, imported
from Portugal, swam in mayonnaise jars waiting
for Monday morning the blacked eyes left over
from the week-end. The shuffle of carpet
slippers on the hexagonal tiles of the drug store
floor went unceasingly through the day from
opening to nine o'clock closing. The women came
for oil of cloves, paregoric, Argo starch, mercurochrome, Dr. Poole's asthma smokes, a thou
sand various appeasements for painful bodies and
crying children. Those who, on Saturday night,
had ridden the Black Maria into the Fellini world
of the Gaston Emergency Room often came more
slowly than the others, shuffling in for dressings
and salve. Or they sent their women, sometimes,
when by Wednesday they were still low sick, they
sent a barefoot child for 'Doc' to come. Except
for the cost of his goods, the druggist didn't
charge; the doctor and the folk Auntie did.
Here in this Dantean carnival my uncle was the
druggist. He reigned supreme over this part of the
world and here, on vacations, I revelled in the role
of favorite niece. Free to savor everything on the
street from the peanuts in the red vending cart on
the corner of Handy Park to the Pangburn's choco
lates in the front showcase, I was forbidden
nothing except my uncle's daily walk to the bank.
Every afternoon at two o'clock, Doc, or Uncle
Murph, as I called him, would slide back the tin
top on the red cooler, pop the lid off of a six ounce
Coke and lean back against the cool metal of the
machine while he drank the dark sweetness. As
he drank, he inspected the whole store, aisle by
aisle, with his eyes. Then he would survey Beale
Street, especially Handy Park, through the front
window. The Coke finished, he would holler, I'm
gone, Mary!" and step out onto the street, his
blue druggist's apron still wrapped tightly around
him. Every afternoon he taciturnly walked west
on Beale across Hernando to Third, then cut into
the alley and emerged onGayosonear the bank
jwhere he daily drew from his hip pocket the
store's deposit, the cash in his hand running on
some days as high as two thousand dollars. Then
he retraced his steps exactly as he had walked
them, this time speaking to some folks and nod
ding to a few others. He never carried a weapon,
but he never took the chance of letting someone
else go with him or for him. "They know me," he
used to say.
In the heat of the mid-afternoons, at about
the time of Murph's return from the bank, the
music would begin. What had been a hum, an
occasional harmonica, a shoeshine boy slapping
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a rag around, would slowly turn into a woman
singing, a kid with a horn and some time
on his hands, a blind man with a guitar, all
moving toward the grassless, trampled dust of
the park. So far as I know, I never heard W.C.
Handy or any of the other greats, never went
to the Club Paradise or even developed any
real knowledge of the art form that became the
Blues. Those experiences all belonged to the
night hours when, like most white children,
I was sleepily dozing under the great whirring
fan in the ceiling above my bed. My child
hood's music was all afternoon music, un
planned and unperformed. It just happened in
the tired time of the hot day on the benches
of Handy Park. It talked about the loss of the
land and the good feel of the earth; about de
pendency that was gone and the security that
had gone with it; about folks left behind in the
delta world of Mississippi; about too many kids
in too little space in a no-breeze walk-up off of
Beale Street; about hard love and hot screwing
and the difference between the two. It talked
and my heart sang and I knew that whatever
else might happen to me in my lifetime, I at
least was whole and alive^on the afternoon side
walks of Beale Street.
rt is always the unplanned result of
tension...exquisite, excruciating ten
sion. It usually has very little to do with
the place of the people within whose
established and ordered domain it occurs. It also
usually has almost no appeal to those who are
established and ordered. It merely happens"where
it happens because there is tension of some sort in
that place at that time among some group of
people. When the enslaved of feudalism began
their push toward the cities, toward enfranchise
ment, toward the social solution which was to be
come the middle class, they created theatres that
were Shakespeare and Jonson and Marlowe,
performances which later lent peace and purpose
to many kinds and conditions of men. Born of the
tension which is the state of man as he moves
from serfdom to freedom, their laboring-class
art spoke, and still speaks, of the individual's
quest for security, for gratification, for purpose,
and for a place in a system not of his making or
his governance.
One could never re-create the bawdry revelry
that inspired Shakespeare's Hamlet or supported
his Black Friars. One would not want to, for it
would be as unacceptable to decent, law-abiding
people today as it was in its own time. Fortu
nately our English predecessors were wise
enough to know that. Instead they simply
accepted these unacceptable spokesmen-for-thepeople as part of the natural flow of life and wove
their perceptions of England into England's per
ception of herself. Out of the aristocracy's
need to identify itself with the vigor and vitality
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of the emerging middle class came the pride and
reverence which preserved the birthplaces, the
taverns, the graves of England's finest writers.
Nowhere does history indicate that thought was
given to the tourist dollar or that decisions were
made in the hope of gratifying some future trav
elers. These sites were both England's and
England.
The Blues were born of the emerging black
man as he moved from rural slavery into urban
serfdom on his way toward civil equality and
freedom. In the same way Rock and Roll was
born of the emerging southern white as he moved
from rural sharecropping to urban day labor and
the unions. The question of Beale Street is no
different from the question of Graceland; and the
question is not of their restoration or eventual
management. The question is of the city's
motivation.
Memphis has been paralyzed for almost a
"century now because its established families can
not accept themselves as having created nothing
except establishment, nor can they believe that
that feat, in and of itself, is worthy of respect.
The stumbling block to current urban renewal
programs is still the stumbling block of preten
sions. The resolution of the problem lies in the
city's joyously laying claim to the privileges
fortune has given it. Memphis was in the right
spot at the right time for two groups of people
to funnel themselves through her on their way
to somewhere. Memphis didn't do anything
artistic; Memphians didn't create anything-un
usual. But Memphis did so order itself as to be
sure that the water was reasonably pure for all
of us; that the hospitals were adequately, if
somewhat inelegantly, staffed and appointed;
that the schools were equally staffed; that our
police were generally decent and our soup kit
chens constantly opened; that Cynthia milk ran to
our children and the Goodfellows were in bus
iness. These things that Memphis was became
the motherlode, the nuturing environment for
those who were seminal, who bore in their bodies
and their histories the seeds of their art...of our
art. The seminal and the motherlode met among
us and in us and through us and because of us.
Restoration and preservation have nothing to do
with tourists and travelers; they have to do with
knowing who we are and loving that heritage
enough to claim its beginnings for our grand
children.
ary was black and Uncle Murph trusted
her as he would never trust any other
woman. While he was gone to the bank,
the Pantaze and I were equally in her
hands. On slow afternoons, she and I would stand
behind the front counter and look Out onto the
street. Above all else, I wanted someday to be
able to wear the kind of scarves and bangles and
colored strapped pumps that paraded up and
down the street in front of our window. The
gaudier the colors, the fierier the pinks, the
darker the watermelon greens, the more I cov
eted the outfits. "A lady," Mary would always
answer, "picks out what's her. It don't have to
be fine or fancy. It just gonna have to be her."
Then she come down here of an evening and
lets the world see her, see what she be, what her
man be, what they someday gonna be together.
Now those others," she would nod her head
toward the street before us, "they dresses theirselves for what the customers wants. They's
just whores, honey, just whores." That's what
Mary would say.
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At a recent "Executive Board
Meeting"
of
the
prestigous
Memphis Development Foundation,
owners of the newly renamed
Orpheum Theater on the corner of
Beale Street and Main, a rather
unusual,
although
appropriate,
introduction
took
place.
Bill
Mathews, Chairman of the Board
of Union Planters Bank had invited
James Luther Dickinson, a notor
ious, highly political member of
Memphis'
underground
music
scene, to meet the equally notorious,
highly
political
members
of
Memphis' totally visable social circle
known as the blue-haired ladies.
Dickinson clad in torn dun
garees, a dirty tee shirt and a fireengine red bandana with a serpent
hissing ominiously on the front
entered after the'meeting had begun.
Mathews rose and announced
in a loud voice, "This is Jim
Dickinson and he's our represent
ative from the Third World."
Undaunted the blue-haired
ladies responded, "How nice. And
where is the Third World, Mr.
Dickinson?"
"It's all around you," ans
wered JLD.
On three consecutive Sundays
iast October the Orpheum was the
scene of the premier of "Beale
Street Saturday Night," an album of
indigenous music produced by Dick
inson. The first and second shows
were devoted to blues and r&b and
hosted legends like Furry Lewis,
The Thomas Pinkston Trio, Fred
iFprdj Harmonica Frank Floyd and
Prince Gabe and the Millionaires.
Although poorly attended, the crowd
was enthusiastic.
The third and final concert,
.called "The Tennesse Waltz,"
(a subtle take-off of the Band's
Last Waltz), featured a farewell
performance (again) by Mud Boy &
[the
Neutrons
(Dickinson
and
friends).
During the course of the show
.a large man calling himself Guru
Bilozi and wearing orange robes
ranted over the microphone about
the Third World aspects of southern
art. Two erotic dancing girls cavor
ted lewdly on stage with fresh ripe
bananas before pelting the audience
with the remaining samples. And
Dr. Unrat.a dapper gentleman
wearing white gloves, a tuxedo and.
a rat's mask, concluded a memorable
solo rendition of Bourgeois Blues
by chainsawing his guitar in two.
If only the blue-haired ladies
had listened.
After a particularly rousing
version
of
"Little
Queenie,"
Dickinson looked rather dejectedly
at the small crowd and asked, "Did
you ever get the feeling that there's
been a revolution and we lost?"
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AN INTERVIEW WITH JIM DICKINSON
DAVID LESS
This is the first part of a two
part interview with James Luther
Dickinson ala Captain Memphis,.
Interviews have been conducted over
the past year. Part two wiU follow in
next month's issue of Dixie Flyer.
In it he will discuss the Rolling
Stones, Mud Boy and the Neutrons,
Memphis in May and the anarchistic
fringes of rock and roll.
DL: There was an interesting thing
recently in Down Beat magazine in
an interview with Booker T. & the
M.G.s where they talked about
Memphis as a kind of mystical place
musically. I'd like to talk with you
about what is happening now in
Memphis and how you fit into that.
I mean, why is it so good here in
terms of music?
JD: Well, it's hard to know. It's
just that it always has been and of
course people have been drawn
here traditionally. I guess it's like
Nashville. People still come even
though there's nothing here in terms
of an outlet. Or precious little. And,
of course, traditionally there was an
outlet thru, you should excuse the
expression, the Stax Era. I hate to.
quote Knox Phillips but Presley and
people like that wouldn't have stood
a chance in other places. Like Jerry
Lee Lewis went to Nashville and they
told him to come back when he could
play the guitar. And then Nash
ville was probably more open than
New York and L.A. I mean, people
who wouldn't have stood a chance
anywhere else were recorded here.
And have traditionally been drawn
here because I guess it's always
been a center of crazy people.
DL: Do you think that's a southern
attitude? Is Malaco going to do
something in Jackson that couldn't
be done here?
JD: No, well, Jackson is just a bar
ometer of Memphis because it's like
a little Memphis in a lot of ways.
They used to refer to Memphis as
the capitol of Mississippi. I, myself,
believe in the power of the Delta
triangle. I know people who are
completely . trapped driving their
'cars from Memphis to Muscle
Shoals to Nashville. And Jackson is
Just another point depending on how
you've got your triangle turned. It's
just another point. And there's some
tremendous musicians and have al
ways been, not just the Malaco
section. In terms of a rhythm sec
tion they've got the only traditional
southern rhythm section that there
is right now. And they're down there

spinning like a top. Traditionally the
same thing happens to a southern
rhythm section and although I don't
wish them any ill will, I'm sure the
same thing is going to happen to
them too.
DL: What is that, an ego kind of a
problem?
JD: No, it's just that nobody believes
they're gonna burn up until they're
on fire. And it just happens. When
you make records that fast for that
many different people you're being
exploited no matter if they're the
nicest people in the world. And
they're not. I mean, the producers
that you have to work for in a custom
situation like that. You're going to
burn out. Booker T. & the M.G.s are
a classic example. When the Dixie
Flyers went to Miami the thing that
we talked about alot is let's not make
the same mistake that Booker T.
& the M.G.s made and in effect
we did. And that gets to the point
of personality problems. But, still
when you're on fire like that, when
you're burning up, there's gonna
be tension. I mean, whether you can
do a quote southern session, a
head session where you're jamming
the arrangements on pop or r&b
material and you are quote white
boys unquote, there's going to be
tension. It becomes a psychodynamic ballet. Especially when you
have Yankee producers and black
artists which most cases we had...
they have...and Muscle Shoals had.
The traditional southern rhythm sec
tions all were put in the same posi
tion.
DL: They were all white boys...
JD: Yea. Because that's what makes
it work. Aretha Franklin would not
be where she is without white boys.
There's just no doubt about it. She
was resurrected twice by white
southern rhythm sections. Three
tunes in fact and she's not alone.
Duane Allman told me, when I left
the Dixie Flyers in Miami, it was
principally because of a conversation
I d had with Duane about when he'd
left Rick Hall's band in Muscle
Shoals. And he went to Wexler and
said, "Look man, I can't play with
these rednecks anymore. I want a
group. Give me some money." And
Duane said it to me with Charlie
Freeman (Dixie Flyers' guitarist! in
Uie car. Pertinent to the situation
What 1 needed to be
told. And then I got out before I
burned up but we made fourteen
albums in six months and that's
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too many damn records. When
you're serious about what you're
doing. And we were.
DL: How many of the fourteen
turned into major status records?
JD: Well, some of the best ones
didn't ever come out for various
political reasons. But the biggest one
I guess is Aretha's stuff. There's
not a whole album although we made
a lot of cuts. Probably the stuff that
sounded the most like us or the most
like Memphis never came out. It was
Sam and Dave. We cut two weeks on
Sam and Dave. There must have
been enough for two albums. They
don't get along too well. When they
realized they were gonna have a hit,
which they would have, they broke
up. We cut a thing called 'When a
Woman Needs a Man She Needs
A Soul Man." It would have put
them right back further than
they'd ever been. It was like a live
performance with a tight studio
track underneath. But I guess
Aretha's stuff is the biggest in terms
of money.
DL: Which tunes came out of that?
JD:"The Thrill Is Gone," "Spirit
in the Dark," and "Don't Play That
Song" and "My Way" and some
thing else. The "Spirit in the Dark"
tdbum. The thing we cut that was
probably the most rewarding for us
was Carmen McRae.
DL: Did they ever release it?
JD: Oh yea. "Just A Little Lovin."
It was a little too much like what
they had planned for Roberta Flack
and it didn't get what I'd call
a major push. But at one point
I was told by Arif Mardin (the
album's producer) that they got
flack from her hard core fans
because she was playing with a
rock and roll band, which I don't
believe for a second, but I was
told that as one of the insults
and humiliations that I was subjected
to at the hands of the insensitive
northern producers. Because it's like
the Dixie Flyers and King Curtis'
and the strings from the New York
Symphony. I mean, it's classy. And
we did "Something," the Beatles'
tune. There's one place where I
told my mother that I'd payed for
my music lessons. I didn't learn
that much taking music and it's
not often that I get to use it
playing the way I do but there are
places where I don't sound like me.
And I like that.
DL: It seems like so much of the '
southern thing like from the
Lomaxes all the way thru...
JD: It's an important part of the
balance. It has to be there.
DL: ...is the whole notion of being
ripped off.
JD: The music is exploited and
there's no way to get around itMost of the people who cope with
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it successfully in the long run either
participate in the exploitation or deal
with it someway.
DL: You know, there's a whole
parallel to this in bebop. Jackie
McLean, for example, when over
seas and saw a hundred albums
of his that he never knew existed.
JD: There's no difference between
jazz and blues in terms of the way
it's been exploited as a cultural
device or a merchandisable product.
It's a question of whether or not you
want to succeed at your craft.
It's something that to a certain
extent you have to allow to happen
to you or you're not ever going to
get anywhere. Of course, the secret,
as I see it, is to go to where
they've made this market for you.
In terms of making a living you can
go lots of places and not just say
you're from Memphis but play like
you're from Memphis and make a
lot of money. You can't do it in
Memphis anymore. And to a certain
extent you never could because
Memphis is not a company town
in any way and there's never been
any inclination on the part of certain
The Legend Of Memphis Whitie
Little Rock 1941
the only four gotten 3on
sweet home Chicago style
learning on the run
"hello lonesome rocket rose
give me Memphis Tennessee
where cooncan cotton rolls and blows
and they never think of me..."
fight 'n bite'n spend the night
lookin for the room
lassoed tatooed jes crawlin crude
an callin out of tune
o if u run 'em by again
two loaded now too shoot
his hat is in the fire place
and Big Stuff is in the boot
face that you see in the goonlite
the place you hear in the hall
forgotten sight some summer night
comes wandering down the wall
way back to Cuba Libra
to Aces over fours
as lost and lean as the 219
and... "as lonesome
as
all
outdoors."
Lorenzo (the rubberle gar)
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People for the labor force to get paid.
When they say record industry in
Memphis, there's no such thing
because labor pays it's laborers.
There is no labor paid in Memphis,
bike I heard Sam Phillips say to
Jerry Wexler about it. There was a
cut on the Tony Joe White album
that Wexler produced. Sam was a
couple of days out and was bop

dancing with Betty Hayes, the old
manager of the Gentrys. And he
kept playing this one cut over and
over. I can't remember what it
was. And finally he said,"Goddamn

DICKINSON WITH HIS FIRST GUITAR

Jerry, that's so good it don't sound
paid for!" And up until that
moment I tremendously resented
not being paid and had been real
particular about always paying
musicians. After that, that changed
my idea about it because I knew
exactly what he was talking about.
And it's an important element,
you know, the unpaid for sound.
DL: This is a loaded question. What
are you doing in Memphis?
JD: I love it here. When we left,
and went to Miami that was just a
mistake although it was an economic
necessity at the time especially for
Charlie (Freeman.) And I worked
with Charlie. Charlie took me places
musically I had no business being
and would never have gotten to. He
was a superb musician. He would
lead me right out into areas I didn't
understand but could jam around in.
So it was important for me to play
with Charlie. And he had reached
a point of shooting guns in the studio
and whatever. He had lost his gig
at Pepper Studio and they wouldn't
use him at Sounds of Memphis any
more and so we had to take the job.
Although, "had to take the job."
Hell, I grew up thinking from Chips
(Moman) rieht on down that the
thing to have was the Atlantic
account. That's what I'd always bel
ieved. And I know its a myth. It
was then a myth, but I certainly
believed it. And a lot of smart people
believed that if you had the Atlantic
account you could get by. Since there
was no way to bring them here and
they wanted us to go there. Hell,
I didn't expect everyBbdy to agree,
DIif°Who all agreed to go with you
to Miami?
„
,
JD- Me and Charlie Freeman and
Tommy McLure and Sammy Creason
and Mike Utley and ironically Albie

Galuten who produced "Saturday
Night Fever." He went down there
to see what it was and he ended
up staying the longest as (Tom)
Dowd's assistant working with the
company.
DL: At the time that you were in
Miami could you tell an appreciable
difference to the sound of what you
were playing there to playing in
Memphis? Because you were really
just a transplanted Memphis group.
JD: Yea, we had cut our best tracks
when we were at (Leland) Rogers.
And we never got back to that point.
We had peaked a couple of times
but we never got back to the product
ive power that we had here. Because
for one thing we didn't have Stan
Kesler and he had been an important
part of what we did. Although he'ssubtle in what he does as both a
producer and an engineer our sound
suffered for not having Kesler. But
we learned a lot and we were going
in a lot of directions. I personally as
a musician would have never de
veloped to the extent that I did. I
never played that much. I don't
practice and that's the most I've
ever played. Plus you can't help but
think when you're playing and I •
thought about a lot of things I would
n't have thought about. And ex
posure to other musicians although
limited in terms of what I would
later encounter. But just Duane.
We played a lot of sessions where
they would bring in Duane just like
as an extra man. Like the Ronnie
Hawkins session and stuff like that
was a real learning experience. The
Sam the Sham sessions were too. I
think of my own record as being tri
angular to the Sam the Sham album
and the Ronnie Hawkins album that
we did.
DL: In what respect?
JD: I don't know exactly. If you could
just hear them all. It's the kind of
space rock-a-billy concept that my
record is that grew out of the other
two.
DL: It seems like "Beale Street
Saturday Night" is really a continum
of your record.
JD: Sure.
DL: Even like in terms of the
musicians.
JD: Yea. I'm still trying to do the
same kind of thing. What I'm going
to do probably with Mud Boy set
aside is try to make another solo
deal when I have to. I've had another
solo record in terms of material
ready to go since actually before
the first one.
DL:And it's the rock-a-billy one?
JD: No. It's the same eclectic kind
of thing. The same thing I was criti
cized for when I put out my first one.
I did the same basic thing with
Cooder. I tried to structure his
albums the same way. I've got the

same basic ideas of how I think an
album should be structured. It's
like playing a set. "Beale Street
Saturday Night" is just the first
time I've been able to cut out all the,
leader. I didn't expect to have the
second side be unbanded. It was
sheer luck, the way it is now act
ually with "Rock Me Baby" doing
what it does, it's not just unbanded.
See, it could be hooked together as
an infinity sign and the record could
be played backwards. Where a lot
of people who are offended by the
first song, me for one, prefer it that
way.
DL: Where the first song is...
JD: Is the first song on the second
side. Where if you play it backwards
it goes from the horns, Grandma
Dixie her little story right into
"Beale Street Saturday
Night"
and it softens the commercial as
pects the offensive lyrics actually is
what it is. The bank had that song
to start with. Of course, it has pro
blems in terms of being a traditional
blues.
DL: Is that "Rock Me Baby?"
JD: No, the "Walking Down Beale
Street" song. The bank had com
missioned that to be written by
some kid who wrote for East
Memphis Publishing when they
owned East Memphis. That's how
the whole thing started was with
that song. They had this cut that
they'd done over at Shoe Studios
that was just abysmal with the writer
singing. It was as offensive as any
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thing you ever heard. And they
wanted me to cut it. They were told
that I was the only one who could
cut it with ethnic purity. It was full
of all these suspended fourths. The
traditional famous blues suspended
fourth. It also had another problem
in terms of being traditional in that
the verse and the chorus were in
different keys. It was also in 3/4
time another famous traditional
blues signature. So I did the best I
could but it's still offensive to me.

DL: why did you use it again at the
end as a refrain after Grandma
Dixie?
JD: It was supposed to be Handy's
band. After I had gotten it unhanded
all the way down to the end, I
thought, hell, I'm going to take
it right down to the hole. Right into,
the bulk groove. If you'll notice in
the area right around the label I've
got "World Boogie Is Coming"
written into the master so it stamps
every time.
DL: That's very cryptic. Would you
like to explain?
JD: Well, actually Bill Mathews
mentioned it to me. It was one of
the things committed me to the>
project. Mathews is the Chairman
of the Board of Union Planters and
is behind the whole thing. I used
to say to people when they'd say,
"Well, now that you've done all this,
what do you want to do now?"
I'd say, "I want to conduct via sat
ellite from the corner of Main and
Beale." This was before I was ever
involved with the Orpheum years
and years ago. And Mathews talked
to me about it. "Would it be possible
you say the market is in.Japan and
Europe, would it be possible to get
via satellite?" I said, "You're talk
ing my language." World Boogie is
a Booker White song but I firmly
believe that Bill Barth and John
Fahey came up with the phrase.
It's what everybody who gets in
volved with the Blues Festivals
catch. It can be terminal. It's a dis
ease. Booker says, "World Boogie
gonna carry you to your grave",
The Hippies and Europeans would
come around and get big doses of
it and get all ate up with it. It's hard
to keep your perspective on World
Boogie but I told Mathews, "You
have already caught it but there's
a name for what you've got. It's
World Boogie." He said, "Oh, yea,
I want it." And I said, "Remember
you said that."
DL: Is World Boogie happening?
JD: I don't know. We've talked a
lot about it. I know how to do it. It's
a question of if they come with the
money.
DL: Would you have to get
syndication thoughout everywhere?
JD: No, there's severed ways to do
it. There ispublic access to the satel
lite and they can't deny it to you.
You can rent a truck with an up-dish
on it just Phheeeww. Now Japan
and Europe is nice and the satellite
is fun but I figure if you shoot it out
it's going to keep going. I want to
shoot Furry into outer space literally.
They sent Chuck Berry in their little
rocket ship. They sent a copy of
Johnnie B. Goode. I think we need
to show them Furry. That big blank
space across from the Orpheum
which Alex Chilton named Beale

Street Green is where the saucers
can land. I figure that if I get to the
satellite and shoot Furry into
outer space if there's anybody up
there and they don't react to that
shit then they ain't coming.
DL: I guess it would be good to go
over some biographical stuff just so
I don't confuse anything. The thrust
of the piece is not biographical but
you're not exactly a household
name...
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JD: To say the least.
DL: And I need to identify you a little
'bit. Did you start playing guitar
or piano?
JD: I started playing piano and then
started playing guitar as a defense
mechanism because I started playing
quote professionally in the fifties. I
consider myself if not the inventor,
one of the pioneers of suburban rock.
I had the only pure rock and roll band
in east Memphis. Everybody else
played something else. You know
a little Dixieland or some legit or
country club music. But we didn't
->lay anything but rock and roll.
DL: Who was in the band?
JD: The two guitar players were
Ricky Ireland and Stanley Neal and
My drummer's name was Eddie
Takuber. He's in Los Angeles now.
He's got a Ph.D. in business. We
started playing blues to run peolple
off like in the fourth set or if we
wanted to go home after midnight.
We played fraternities and stuff like
that the college kids started liking
Jimmy Reed and that kind of stuff.
They started getting into the third
and fourth sets. We had a good re
putation and made a good deal of
money actually.
DL: What was the name of the
group?
JD: The Regents although nobody
ever called it by it's name. Ronnie
Angel came from our band. And
Charles Hines, who made the second
record on Stax, he was our singer.
We had two pretty-boy ducktailed singers who was them and I
did all the ugly stuff. It eventually
got to where I was doing more and
they were doing less. I always sang
that way and I played piano as

much as I could but I always ended
up playing quitar. It was so far back
there was no way of electrifying.I
mean, we didn't have a P.A. or
anything like that. We sang thru
guitar amps.
DL: This was after Elvis?
JD: Oh yea. I started playin in '58.
We never had any intention of
recording or taking it too seriously
although I loved the music. I saw the
jugband when I was a little kid with
my father in Whiskey Shoot and it
was like a religious experience. From
that point on I never had a whole
lot of interest in a lot of other things.
But I didn't take it seriously as a
profession until I got into recording
and I was in school when that hap
pened. I auit music and went to
drama school in Texas. Naturally
the first thing I did when I got to
Texas is join a band. I got thrown
out of Baylor after two years and I
came back to Memphis State and
folk music was happening. It was
too easy to resist not having to split
the money. And then I got into the.
jugband, "The New Beale Street
Shieks."
DL: That was in 1963?
JD: Yea, that was when I made my
first record for Bill Justis at
Monument in Nashville. I made a
jugband record and then the second
record was a rock and roll record.
Back to a quartet with Duck Dunn,
Terry Johnson and Charlie Freeman,
the old Mar Keys. Sam Phillips cut
that. It was on Monument too!
There was a point whereSam had cut
three things since he retired in '58
and two of them were on me. And
the thing in the middle was the
Yardbirds' "I'm a Man." But I had
gotten back into playing. And as
I got into recording it got more and
more serious.
DL: Then you recorded for Sam with
the Jesters?
JD: Afterwards. Much later then
people think. That record (Cadillac
Man) was made irl '65. I was under
contract to Justis at the time. I
wasn't in the Jesters but they had a
singer that Sam hated and Teddy
Paige who was the guitar pll^
and the writer of "Cadillac Man"
knew they'd never get a record out
as long as they had Jerry Minga
singing. So he asked me to. come
down and play piano on a demo and
I ended up singing on what turned
into the record. Sam got real excited
about it and put it out. But I'm
real glad. I'm real proud of it but
it is years later than people think.
I didn't even know who the music
ians were. That was the year of the
first Blues Festival and I was into an
entirely different thing than the
record reflects.
DL: You first heard jugbands when
you were a kid. What about country

blues like John Lee Hooker and stuff
like that?
JD: Well, probably on records like
everybody else. Other than the piano
player that started me out. The guy
who's doing the first cut on the
second side of "Beale Street
Saturday
Night," Alex. Timothy
Teal is his name and he was my
father's yardman. He taught me all
of the important things. To do all of
the things he thought was necessary
for me to know how to do in society.
When it reached a point where he
couldn't teach me he brough some
body who could. He brought me two
piano players. Butterfly Washington
is the one I credit usually with the
method by which I learned to play
which is codes. He said he was going
to teach methat everything in music
is made up of codes. And I thought
he meant like secret codes like
Captain Marvel. I thought this guy is
going to tell me. It turned out to be
three up and four down which is why
I play as simple as I do. And how I
developed what they called at
Atlantic the crippled style which
turned into my money maker. But
other than Butterfly I never heard
any country blues players except
from records. And the summer of
1959 I met Gus (Cannon) and he was
the first one I knew personally. And
thru Gus it dawned on me that the
people who made this music are still
here. They haven't gone anywhere.
They're still here cutting some
body's grass which is what Gus was
doing when they found him. When
Sam Charter's came thru here Furry
was living down on Beale Street
and nobody believed him when he
said he played music. They said,
"Oh, Yea Furry. Sweep the street."
And the same thing was true for
Gus. He worked for some really
liberal people. Gus would come in
"Yea, sure Gus." But Gus told me
who was in the jugband I had seen
as a kid and I wondered about that
for years. He was the one who told
Mid play for their dinner parties and
that kind of stuff. And he said he
used to be on rca and they said,
me about Will Shade. Then event
ually I found out that Will lived in
the same building as Furry. But I
heard it first on record like everybody else. Probably the first thing
I remember real well would be Rufus
Thomas' radio show.
DL: Did vou ever see any of the
early r&b records that Sam was
cutting? I mean, were those records
making any kind of impact around
here?
Wolf 811(1 that stuff?
m:
?n w i' T,RufU3' ^ Turner...
JD: No, the Ike Turner stuff I don't
remember hearing. I remember
hearing the Howlin Wolf stuff
Of course, Howlin Wolf I was

into as soon as I heard it. And'
I didn't understand that those
records
were
regional
for
a long time.
Some of Sam's
records and the Chess Records.
Records that came from other places
but had been recorded here. The
same thing about New Orleans
records. I didn't understand until I'd
really met Johnny Vincent and talked
to him and saw the reality of his
financial situation. I had assumed a
hit was a hit. But it just wasn't true
in the fifties. I mean, those records
were really a limited appeal item.
IBut a lot of stuff I don't remember
iin terms of hearing it here. In terms
of white boys playing r&b the Mar
Keys were chronologically
right
behind my band. Like my band
broke up in 1960 and the Mar Keys
hit was in 1961. The idea of white
boys playing r&b never got to us.
We played rock and roll and blues in
a primitive way. Really in a Chicago
way. You know a lot of Chuck Berry,
Muddy Waters sounding stuff. I
played neck rack harmonica as a kid.
It sounded more like that. The idea
of playing r&b really I wasn't
into until the Dixie Flyers when we
got into the studio. And I never have
played r&b live. There's two or
three generations of young white
musicians thatjdid.
DL: You mean like Don Nix?
JD: Yea. Nix was an original Mar
Key. Steve Cropper...
DL: Smootchy Smith?
JD: No, Smootchy never did. He
unplugged his instrument. He was
just an old redneck who happened to
be there. But the Steve Cropper per
sona. The Duck Dunn persona. I
never did that. I couldn't play Misty
in E flat. When I went to Texas I quit
playing rather than play in clubs.
Folk music with the coffee houses
created a new market for me. And
then the emphasis came back to rock
end roll and it was easier for me than
for a lot of people. Sid Selvidge and
Horace Hull. I could amaze them
with flat picking. I had been trying to
learn to finger pick and the fact that
I could play with a flat pick would
amaze these people who could play
much better than I could. Because it
was strictly from having played rock
and roll.
DL: Who do you like that plays
rock and roll now?
JD: Not many people do play rock
and roll. The Stones do. The same
people who always played rock and
roll. It's like rock and roll is still un
popular music. Pop music is no
longer rock and roll. There was a
time when it was but via the powers
that control out destinies all the
time. I mean, to methere's no differonce between Peter Frampton and
?erry Como except that Peter
f rampton has a guitar on. He's still
mainline pop grunt. Although it s

hard to go see Chuck Berry with the
white boys from down the street he
still plays great rock and roll. Jerry
Lee Lewis plays great rock and roll
no matter what bunch of rednecks
he's playing with. And he had at one
time the greatest rock and roll bands
on earth, The Memphis Beats.
There's nothing like them now. Rock
and roll still has to be fundamentally
black music played by rednecks. The
tension has to be there or it's not
going to happen.
DL: It seems to me the whole punk
rock thing...
JD: I loved Johnny Rotten person
ally. I'm among the only people that
saw it that like it but I thought it was
great. As long as there was a threat
of spontaneous violence I stayed out
side. But I went inside and saw
Johnny's whole show. I stood up. In
fact my shoulder will probably never
be the same. I'm too old and fat to
see that kind of thing but I loved it.
DL: What do you think of most of the
other punk rock people?

oy them.
DL: What was your reaction to the
whole British blues thing where
people like Mayall and Eric Clapton
were playing essentially regional
music?
JD: Well, they learned it the same
way I did off of records. I asked
Clapton what the first blues song he
ever learned was and he said "Hootin and Hollerin" And that's got to
be close to the same thing I learned.
Charlie Freeman used to tell the
story about him and Cropper going
to WDIA and trying to get the record
away from Rufus. I've never heard
that much of Mayall's stuff that I've
liked but Clapton is a real good
player. And "Lay Down Sally" if
nothing else is the first hit record
in God knows how long without a
backbeat. And I think Clapton and
Duane (Allman) together, the Derek
and the Dominos album, is an impor
tant album in terms of group rock
and roll. There's no doubt that Clap
ton was an important force. I never
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JD: I haven't heard any that I've particularly liked Cream but it was an
liked. I didn't like Johnny's record important force in music. And the
but his stage show was great. I was idea of playing Robert Johnson
rewarded to see that you can still be songs on the electric guitar real
offensive. Behind all of the things loud was an interesting idea. And
that used to be offensive that no probably an important step in terms
longer are. But Johnny Rotten was of leading to Hendrix and things
offensive. And that bass player was like that.
great. I mean, that guy was dyna DL: Did you ever listen to Pat Hare
mite. He played the bass by banging much?
it All four strings and zooming with JD: No.
PL: Do you know who he was?
this hand. The guitar player was
JD: Just vaguely.
plugged into two deluxe reverbs that
DL: He was the guitarist on all of
were chainlinked together with the
those old r&b things.
vibrato set differently on both of JD: I think Loman Pauling was the
them. He would play half notes and regional guitarist. That's who all the
eighth notes would come out. Bahh white boys were copying as an
daa da, Bahhdaa daa da. He was answer to that question. He was the
banging like that playing a shuffle. guitarist for the Five Royals and was
The drummer was nothmg and the the first r&b guitarist who would
guitar player didn't get me until the take a constant solo. He would play
next to last number and then the fact something besides rhythm even if
that I couldn't get the sound[out of
the horns were playing. If you are
my mind. That I remembered it for linto the fame of Clarence Nelson,
days,I was tremendously impressed

the thing that Clarence Nelson is fa
mous for, although a little older than
the white boys, is that he was
playing like Loman Pauling although
he went further.
DL: Loman Pauling probably would
have been the one then who in
fluenced...
JD: Cropper undeniably. I mean, you
could wake Cropper up in the middle
of the night and say,"Who are you
trying to sound like?" and I'm sure
he would say, "Loman Pauling."
DL: Supposedly Pat Hare was the
first one to get the real dirty fuzzed
out sound by blowing one of his
speakers.
JD: The broken sound. We used to
stick ice picks thru one of like two or
four speakers to get that. But after
you Ssee Clarence and people like
that, it comes out of your fingers.
If you can make it sound like a
broken Silvertone, that's talent to
me.
DL: They take all of this hot sophis
ticated equipment to make a sound
like a broken Silvertone.
JD: That's right.
DL: What's the world-wide effect of
Memphis music? The World Boogie
kind of thing?
JD: Well, I think it's undeniable that
the most important cultural aspect
of art in the twentieth century is mu
sic and what music has done. And
the music that did it is all from
Memphis. All of it. Like we talked
about before Thomas Pinkston can
recall the name of a man who he says
is the pioneer jazz trumpet player.
I mean, if you go back in terms of
European concepts which is what we
changed. Or changed as a result of
the music from Memphis. One of the
many things that changed as well
as the way everybody walks, talks
and acts as a result of Presley,
is the European tradition which is
that improvisation is immoral. And
that was the prevailing attitude until
well after the turn of the century,
jazz, blues and eventually rock and
roll changed all that. Rock and roll is
really just the first place that the mu
sic truly did transcend its racial
barriers which is just what they were
in terms of blues and jazz.
DL: Race records.
JD: Yea.
DL: Are you as offended as I am at
the notion that this music is really
a blending of West African and Eurpean musical traditions?
JD: That's just absolute garbage. Of
course you can't get away from
where the slaves came from. And
you can go into African music and
find people playing eight to the bar
and that kind of stuff. But that's too
simple. It's too simple an explana
tion because the difference in the
concept of the work song between
the slave and the free African makes
all the difference. You don't have
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to go any further than that. Because
in Africa they're chopping down the
tree and the song they sing is an
apology to the tree for chopping it
down. It doesn't have anything to do
with a complaint about the work. I
think of the emancipated slave as
the first citizen of the Third World.
And I think although that's possibly
an exaggeration it explains why the
music did what it did culturally. Be
cause as a result of the music coming
up out of slavery there is an attitude
that makes it uneuropean, as
unafrican, as un-old-world as any
thing could be.
DL: You know it's not really that
much of an exaggeration to call them
the first citizens of the Third World
in terms of...
JD: No, it's not. If you think about
old world, the new world and the
Third World. I mean, the emanci
pated slave was the first person
without a home. The interesting
thing is that is you participate in
that idea, the second citizen of the
Third World is the disenfranchised
southern. And the first Third World
is the Confederate States of Amer
ica. Which is why I think it goes
back to the Yankee producers. The
South is different than any other area
of the country because we had
slaves. No other reason unless it's
the magic myth of the land and all
that. Of course, it is the fertile
crescent. I mean, we are in the rich
est place on the continent but cult
urally we're different because of
slavery. I don't think there's any
doubt about it. That and because we
lost the war.
DL: You know it seems to me that
with or without political support or
repression, even without the Crumps
or Boyle or any of those people,
there's always been an outlaw as
pect to any kind of art in the South,
especially in Memphis.
JD: Yea.
DL: Why is that?
JD: I don't think you can avoid the
political aspect of it. That's like say
ing why did great writers come from
Russia and Ireland and the southern
United States. I think the answer is
political pure and simple. I think the
Crumps and Boyles are...although
when you're talking about Beale
Street it wasn't Crump but it was
Joe Boyle as Thomas Pinkston will
tell you. That's the one thing I cut
off of "Beale Street Saturday Night"
that I regret. I cut all references to
anything really political. What I cut
out was where he was talking about
the prostitutes, something was going
on and he said,"Until they messed
around and closed 311South Fourth.''
And then he just screamed into
the microphone, "Holy Joe, Holy
Joe!" That
was Joe Boyle.
"Closed down 311 South Fourth.
That was run by Mr. Rainey's old
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lady." He said, "Mr. Rainey was a like Furry and them playing on Beale
Street or in the area because they
big detective." He was Chief of De
tectives and he had this black prosti didn't. And if they did there was no
way to make any money because no
tute he was protecting in this big
house obviously at 311 South Fourth. body had any money.
I've read in histories of Memphis DL: They never got into the theaters
about that. It was a big scandal. and the places that did have money.
Apparently the exposure of the scan JD: No, there was legitimate music
dal was enough to force them to or semi-legitimate music as there is
start closing down the whorehouses now. It's not just Mr. Crump don't
around Beale. And Joe Boyle spear
like it, the people don't like it.
headed the whole thing. That's the Nobody. But there is that once or
one thing that I cut off the album twice a year when playing rock and
that I wished I had left in. And if he roll as a kid at Cotton Carnival when
hadn't said "Holy Joe" I would we used to make our living. We'd
have. But there's still Boyles and play fraternity parties and all that
there's still Crumps. There's still kind of junk during the year just to
the same people. Ronnie Hawkins
keep the band together. And then
told my old lady once. She had asked once a year you played every damn
him if he'd ever return to the South
night and made as much money as
cause he'd been in Canada for a long you could. And played with strip
time. He said no because he didn't tease dancers which has always been
like the South because there is one my idea of what you should do. The
group of people who had everything tribal idea that the men played and
and run everything and they were the women danced. I think that's the
not ever going to let anybody else way it should be.
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have it. I think that's true. It doesn't
bother me to the extent that it both
ers Hawkins. Will Shadetold me that
the way they made their money was
once a year Mr. Crump would hire
them. The same Mr. Crump who
didn't like it would hire them to
play on a private train car to Hot
Springs. They'd go down there for a
week for the races. And the jugband
would stay in the car. Crump and all
the muck de mucks would go on into
a hotel and Will and the jugband
would stay on the car the whole
time. And he said that's why he got
into playing the zinc tub bass. Be
cause Will was a guitar player and a
piano player but he had no place to
put the money. They would get the
biggest tub they could and turn the
tub over and fill it up with silver
dollars. They'd just play on the
train. Like it's a myth to think of

DL: And throw bananas at the
crowd.
JD: Yea.
DL: I talked with a guy yesterday
who played in the original Jimmie
Lunceford band at Manassas...
JD: Yea, the band he took to the
Cotton Club was full of kids. It was
a high school band.
DL: The Chickasaw Syncopators was
his Manassas high school band. But
he said the same thing about the jugbands and the country people. He
said that they played in the park and
maybe on the street corners.
JD: Well, they made their living
recording, which they were resented
for by the legitimate musicians.
DL: Most of the legitimate didn't
even know that they ever recorded
anything here. A lot of people didn't
know. There was supposed to have
been as much music outside of or
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off Beale Street in some of those
clubs as there was in the area around
Beale.
JD: Oh sure. Beale Street wasn't
nothing but whorehouses and gam
bling joints. And you don't have
anybody playing in a whorehouse
but a piano player which is why
there are so may great piano players
in New Orleans pure and simple.
They had piano players in whore
houses and bands in clubs. And the
great piano players who come from
here like Roosevelt Sykes, that's
what he is. He's a whorehouse piano
player. There wasn't pianos no place
but whorehouses and churches.
There wasn't but two ways to play.
It ain't like a guitar. And nobody
would see guitars. It was a lot of
blues and jugbands which is con
ceptually black music for white
people anyway. I mean, that was the
idea they had for making money.
Furry's act has always been for
white people. It's not new. I thought
as a kid when I first knew Furry
that this must be strange for him
playing for white people. It's not
new. He's never played for anybody
but white people.
DL: Well, the whole minstrel show
circuit.
JD: Yea, and the medicine shows.
That's what medicine shows were.
And I'm sure as we all know there
are a lot of black people tremen
dously offended by it for that reason.
But you know how idiotic I think
that is.
DL: When did you start playing with
Sleepy John Estes?
JD: I got into playing with Sleepy
on the Blues Festivals because of the
piano player Knocky Parker. Bill
Barth said it first. He was the one
who set up the first time I played
with Sleepy because Sleepy was
sitting out there blind. He couldn t
see who was playing and Yank was
playing with him at the time.
DL: Yank Rachell.
JD: Yea. Which is why (Ry) Cooder
was into him was because of Yank
Rachell. Because on Sleepy's quote
band unquote records it would be
guitar, piano, harmonica and man
dolin. That was the way his most
well known records were made. I
really do sound like the guy. I'd
never heard him until then. Until
ex post facto when Sleepy said, ' 'Oh,
you sound just like Knocky Parker."
And after I'd played a bunch of
shows with him around here he
asked me to goon the road with him.
I said,"Where you going Sleepy?"
He said, "Oh, we going quite a few
places." I said, "Where's that?"
'"Oh, we going to Moscow." And
I thought he meant Moscow, Tenne
ssee. The next time I saw him he
had just got back from a world tour.
So I've said no to some real interest
ing things.
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RECORDS
Tom O'Neil

The music contained herein is.
of a remarkable qunlity. Many find
it an asset to their record collection
as many of the tunes are different
versions from the ones previously
released stateside :
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BOB DYLAN
``Slow Train Coming"
Bob

Dylan's

well-publicized

newfound Christianity has dumbELLENFOLEY
\
founded many, but before you scoff
it off as middle-aged craziness, listen
"Nightout„
to the record. Granted, there are
some really owfLil tiines, but there
-Ellen Foley, the feinale lead in is also some first-inie -materid
that ranks with his best. "Precious
Meatloaf's
"Paradise
by the Angel, ' ' ` `Gonm Change My Way of
Dashboard Light" has released her Thinhig' ' and especially ` `When He
own
album
andHunter
it's a and
stunner,
•Produced
by Inn
Mick
Ronson, the album has the intensity
of the better Mott and Bowie albums
yet she is totally unique in her del-

g-%.TT±eemftk°anbei:'r:;u#ing[an££
Ronson adds some superb.guitar
wo.rk. Her version of Timi Yuro's

"What's A Matter Baby" is one

of the best rock and -loll records
of ,79.

When she begins touring in
late November, the country will feel
what those of us who own the album
already know. Buy it. -Yori vion't
be sony. ,

THE FLAMIN

GROOVIES
I "Jumpin' ln The Night"

THE WHO
The Kids Are Alright"

EeenerTtt£::H>.¥ed :::±: £:th, #g
ironic "Won't Get Fooled Again,"

::edioFv9]9suupal:::faspg?¥hetirhrt°#8he#
career. One entire side is devoted to
selections from the rock opera
"Tommy," whieh stiu wear after
all thgse years.

Two

inter_e_sting

This multi-record, high-priced
package is worth the investment
for those.of you who want a thumb-

sidelights are a superb performance
of their first minirock opera "A

#¥at:I:Stt°r¥ck°fan°:ero°ufih:d¥.°r#':

#ckooEnE::,srto#::,e££tkth:£egeLnodn.a

Who, though weathered, are stiu
capable of putting on the most spenbinding set of rcek on the music
scene. This two-record sot, many of
the tracks recorded live, contains
music from every phase Of the Who's
mustrious career. Beginning with

Circus, and a hilarious tape from
the old Smothers Brothers' Show
in which Keith Moon manages to
injiire both himself and the rest of
the group at the conclusion of "My
Generation. " Too much gunpowder
in the drum kit.

The Grapvies have been hanging in there- for quite some time with
what is known as little or no public
acclaim. Their forte' is enhanced
imitation, the older the better. While
instant nostalgia is not highly recommended, no one does it better
than this British group.
The Flamin Groovies are &t their
best when delving into the best
`of the quality groups from the middle to late sixties, i.e. the Beatles
cnd the Rolling Stones. They are
indeed a pop group and not a
range band. "Shake Some Action"
proved that point. With their new
offering, "Jumpin in the Night,"
the group seems tb seek some
sort of credibility by dabbling in
the new
wave
while hanging
onto
`their
gold
standards.
Side one
is
all original material and while not
totally satisfying, is very nstenable
pop. Side two is a blatant homage
to the Beatles and the Byrds.
Maybe it's nostalgia or because`'
they're good at what they Set out
to do. Maybe I'p just Searching.
"Carry on" _are the key words..

Returns" are all tremendously
strong songs that regardless of
content, are quite effective on even
the most heathen. Joined by Mark
Knopfler and Pick Withers from
Dire Straits, Dylan weaves an eerie
web around the Hstener that refuses
to break until the entire sermonette
is completed.
Whether or not Dylan remains

with Christianity or the present
mode of presentation,` this record
is a valid statement that will hold
its own with any of his previous
work.
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IAN LLOYD
``Goose Bumps"
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them both.
Lloyd has inherited the voice
that Rod Stewhrt abandoned when
he made his Atlantic crossing.
Though he is long since past his
teens, the vibrancy is there, the
youthful celebration of rock &

roll is-obvious and the artist delivers.
Since Ian Lloyd left Stories, his The mood is across-the-board
profile has been low if not nil. His programable pop, but it suits this
fist solo album was interesting and ear. While not a big fan of
totally over-produced. His second, Foreigner, I must commend Mick
and latest, is a well-honed step in the Jones and Iou Graham for their
right dirction. Borrowing from the contribution in making Lloyd's
two groups that aided Lloyd on album a statement to the affect that
this LP (Foreigner and The Cars,) rock -.& roll can still be heard on A.M .
the singer manages to overcome the radio. "She Broke Your Heart,"
"First Heartbreak," and "Slip
stigma and rise above the competition, making this . one a Away' ' are all, if somewhat shallow,
commercially accessible
record. songs that can sound good on a
Every uck on this record sounds mono car radio turned to the
famhiar, but `so did every lick on max when your girlffiend turns
the first Byrds' album - I loved you down. '

•#t
EBET

ROBEF]TS

Elvis Costello's ` `^Girl' s Tan[, ' ' w_hich

DAVE EDMUNDS

Costello probably couldn 't dupncate
with the same intensity. Missing
however, are the spare yet masterful
guitar work that Edmund6 has
been noted for in the past.
hstead of releasing solo albums

"Repeal When
\`Necessary"

`.=gup?##EF#8s::eulryd°nfnc:ntrtaht:

on a joint effort. It would be
monsterous. As a band, they are
already better than Swansong
"Labor of Lust"
labelmates The Zep and Bad
Company. As a solo LP, "Repeat
]hrhen Nece88ary' ' is stm well worth
Dave Edmund's third solo the asking price, -as Eanunds is
albuln is different from the previous never a disappointment.
Nick IIowe's
second
for
, two LP's in that it is a total • Columbia
i,s a fine
piecealbum
of studio

NICK LOWE 1

I-\L

a

•T`

I

``

excursion

int.0

pop

music.

His

earner work has always leaned
heavily towards rochabifty while

iwork that all I.owe fans expected
.it to be. The only problem, a8

directed at the oudienco cohort
Nick IIowe courts on his latest,
• "Labor of Lust." Since the two
• musicians work together on almoct`

the material turned out by both
Lowe and partner Dave Edmund8
varies very little in content. h the
past, Lowe was distinguished by his
light, airy pop tunes while Edmund8
was noted for his gut-level roclqu
bflly, with sonic guitar added for
maxium effect. After so many years,
the two distinct sounds have merged. While it is a great corporate
sound, the time is right for a
'Rockpile album. Until that time, I'm

"Repeat When Nece.?Bary"

_is--i mentio.ned earner, is the fact that

every project they undertake, it
comes a8 no Surprise that EdmundB
has always provided the biting edge
to

Lowe's

pop

son8itivity.

Now

they are putting out pretty much'
the Sane product.
The
music
contained
in
..

`Edmund8' latest effort is, for the

most part, an exceuent blend of Sure all Nick I®we fans will be
the best Of this pievious LP's. content with the pure pop of
His vocals have never been better "Cruel to Be Kind," ``American
Land his choice of material- has Squirm," and the many other
pecked with ouch selections as excellent tunes on his latest solo LP.

EBET

THE SHIRTS

"Street Light Shine"

BOBEPITS

than exceptional quality , but the new
album, "Street Light Shine, " shows
quite a bit of progress. Annie has
stepped into the lime-light and
denvers some outstanding rock and
ron.--While she doesn't ooze the

The only really rejoyable moments of the motion picture "Hair"
were provided by Annie Golden,
lend Singer for The Shirts. The main

inpression seemed to be that she
would be great performing more
current material. Well she is, and
hasAnnie has beenout front in every
Shirts' performance since their inception in the early CBGB ddys.
Their records have always been less

Sexual devastation as practiced by
Debra Harry, she has the class,
plus a band that adapts easily to her
varied vacal style. "Out on the
Ropes" and "Triangulum" are two
oritstanding examples of the band's
virtuousity. Whether or not The
Shirts can pull themselves out of
the sudden glut Of new wavers,
Annie Golden is sure to be a survivor of merit.
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WOMEN IN CONCERT

Nightlife

Olivia records recording artists

TERESA TRULL & JULIE HOMI
Saturday,October 6, 1979

8'-00pm

Hardie Auditorium, Southwestern College, Memphis
tickets $5.00
available at the door or on sale
now at these locations:
-HEALTHY TRADING 1783 Union Ave.rear
278-6 4 4 4
- PICKIN' POST 741 White Station Rd. N.
761-0414

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS

7 til'

Rock-n-Roll

NEW HORIZONS
New Owner and Atmosphere
Wed thru Sun
Live Entertainment

Classical Music
bur - hVrtlauranl.
Art Oallcry
WHO SUPPORT
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH

aa a

,4^

644 South Highland

THE DIXIE FLYER

CAFE

TRADER DICK
LOVES
WOMEN
Mixed Drinks 2 For 1
Monday Thru Friday
4-7 p.m.

LIVE MUSIC EVERY
NIGHT
SUNDAY 4:00 p.m.

Ladies only
Mixed drinks 50C
4-7 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

Free Hors d'oeuvres

Live Music
Beer Pizza
I588 Madison

THE WELL

Dinner and Lunch
Now Being Served
by Victor of
Mad Max Deli

726-0992

Tom White Quartet
The Settlers 8:00 p.m.

FOR OCTOBER
Tonrimy Hoehn,
The Sports, Alfalfa,
Nobody's Business,
Gina Bennelland co.,
.Bluff City, Naked City
Keith Sykes,
The Randy Band,
The Suzanne Jerome
and John Paul Daniel
Band, Rick Christian
Night Shift/George
Klein's 50's review

TRADER DICKS 2012 MADISON AVENUE MEMPHIS
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THE CARS
Hi -Tech For The 80's

EBET ROBERTS

When a rock band makes the
pages of pop culture journals like
People Magazine, it implies a
parental consent that says the kids
are alright, as well as an economic
indicator that forecasts another
good year for the group in question.
Such is the case of the Cars,
who have combined talents with
chief lyricist and spiritual adviser
Ric Ocasek to become a publicist's
dream come true—the rock writers
admire their technique, Cars records
are gobbled up like so much rock
candy and America's kids seem
ready to follow the new pied pipers
into the 1980's, thinking that they
have perhaps located a rock band
that will not self-destruct before
1984 or the great Apocalypse, which
ever comes first.
The Cars' first two laps around
the pop music circuit, their platinum
debut "The Cars," and this year's

"Candy-O," have been given the
green light in as many instances
by the music press, including honors
as Rolling Stone's best new band of
1978. Now comes the hard partthe inevitable scrutiny by critics and
pressure form rival rock groups,
both of whom are eager to inspect
the 1979 Cars in hopes of finding
a flaw in their award-winning for
mula. What have they found? Not
a whole hell of a lot, it appears.
Close examination of The Cars on the
road reveals that the five-member
band doesn't move around enough*
on stage for some people's liking
Others are dulled by the group's
choreography, a carefully-automated
non-art form befitting a gang of tidy
prep boys more than a Teal, rock
and roll band.The Cars don't indulge
in gonzo rock and roll, and they don't
throw hand grenades into the aud
ience or set off smoke bombs on

stage. Their live performances are
brief exercises in automative tech
nology that sidestep the pretentious
showmanship and carnival atmos
phere created by dozens of other
American pop groups.
Ric Ocasek's lanky embod
iement of the emaciated program
mer who knows too much sets the
tone for the evenings's entertain
ment.
Effectively shielded from
the audience by a pair of wrap
around shades, he frequently tilts
his head, gazes aimlessly into the
cosmos and gives the crowd his
version of the sightless composer
who must communicate through his
music or not at all.
If the
Cars don't leap about frantically
on stage, it is because of Oca
sek's precision engineering rather
than a lack of enthusiasm on the
part of the band.
Bassist Ben
Orr, who looks like a Scandivavian pop singer, mechanically warbles
his vocals, stopping just short of
making any emotional commitment
a unique de-humanizing effect that
seems ideally suited to the dreamy
qualities of tunes like "Moving in
Stereo. "'Greg Hawkes, the quiet
little German watchmaker behind
the synthesizer, masterminds the
eerie electronics of
Ocasek's
compositions with sound shipped
ready-mixed from the studio to you.
The fact that Hawkes' melodies
sound "just
like the
record"
in this instance is a definite asset
in readying the neatly wrapped
package for presentation to the
audience. Elliot Easton on guitar
and David Robinson on drums
supply punctuation and structural
reinforcement, managing to look
like a couple of boy-next-door types

who just happen to be rock and roll
stars.
As they cover crowd favorites
"Let the Good Times Roll,""Just
What I Needed," "You're All I've
Got Tonight," and the lesser-re
cognized songs from "Candy-O,"
the quintet becomes central char
acters in the movie from which
the original soundtrack was taken.
This isn't to suggest that The Cars
don't generate any degree of en
thusiasm from their fans. Towards
the end of their Memphis concert,
Ben Orr motions for the crowd to
"come on down and get a little
closer."
The ensuing stampede
into the orchestra pit engulfs two
press photographers, both of whom
are subsequently pulled to safety.
The Cars lapped the compet
itive field last season because their
computer imagery found favor with
a youth culture that cowered be
neath the sledgehammer tactics of
The Ramones and the shock ther
apy of Elvis Costello.
Although
Ocasek acknowledges in"Double
Life" that "alienation is the craze,"
he seems content to leave the
past behind, yet protect the band
from 'reckless excursions into the
brave new worlds envisioned by
art rockers Devo and Talking Heads
or the present, The Cars can enjoy
the platinum security that allows
them to dabble in the trends of the
not-too-distant future. New wave
might be old hat on both coasts
and the B-52's a barrel of fun, but
like the man said, "it won't play
in Peoria." Not just yet, anyway.

GORDON ALEXANDER

RICKIE LEE JONES
Naughty, Nasty,
Raunchy & Camp
Rickie Lee Jones sauntered
onstage with a cigarette in hand and
began talk-singing the torchy blue
opener,"Company," and I was im
mediately struck by the direct in
ferences to Judy Garland, the embodiement of fragile power, seduct
ive innocence, and hopeful despair.
When Garland sang of rainbows or
yellow-brick roads, the spectrum of
her emotional vitality was always
available to the listener. The same
is true for Ms Jones, whether she's
doing "Company" or doit-doit.

There's a kind of child-like wisdon
here.
The voice of Rickie Lee Jones
expresses tremendous scope, excit
ing in its versatility and surprising
in its range. She exhibits amazing
power and quality throughout he
performances; the thrill comes in
the rawness of her talent. She
needs to learn to use her mike
more dynamically and clean up her
diction a bit, as these shortcomings
are distracting, but that will come
in time. The passion and abandon
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with which she releases that uncut
energy and uninhibited life are al
most unnerving. She is so voluptu
ous and flaunts it so teasingly, so
mischievously, that I sense a trust
ing naivete that no one would ever
call her bluff. Unless, of course,
she wanted them to. She is purely
bawdy: skin-tight, jet-black jump
suit, with an unmatching old lace
black peignoir and gloves, a red
beret and scarf, and stiletto heels.
She struts the stage like the sleaz
iest whore in town, straddling her
guitar, and finally pulling off a con
vincing but legal strip-tease. It is
appealing to watch someone play
at being nasty, naughty, raunchy
and camp. Mick Jagger does it, as
do most male rock stars, so it's
exciting to see a genuine feminine
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instrumentalist in her own right,
which adds fine texture to her act.
Jones' life-style reads like a twobit novel about the bland little girl
next door who goes bad, but
succeeds just the same. Her liaiasons with Tom Waits and Chuck
E. Weiss reflect in her cutesy but
clearly cutting story-songs as well
as the roof-top stage- set. Street
wise partners in crime, they keep
all hours at all the bars making
harmless trouble probably to keep
out of the serious kind. They keep
just this side of the ugly reality of
dead-end living. The best example
of this is seen in "Easy Money,"
a coy and cunning essay on how easy
and trick-y it is for a sweet thing to
exploit her charms and men's weak
nesses. Just as long as no one gets

ROCK
AND
ROLL
STEW
BLOOD, SWEAT
AND TEARS
Solomon Alfred's

His sophisticated use of the elect
ronics was almost as good as his
musical ideas which were consist
ently interesting. The guy can really
play.
The old Lambert, Hendricks and
Ross gem "Gimme That Wine"
make for a long and jumping closer,
and showcased the truly amazing
baritone saxophone chops of Earl
Seymour. Bari is rarely treated as
a solo instrument, especially in this
context, but Seymour's solo covered
the musical waterfront from bebop
to Texas R&B, and never faltered.
It was a monumentally long solo,
nearly ten minutes, and its con
sistent excellence was a tribute to
the player's prowess.
A drum/bass duet led into the
encore "Trouble in Mind" with
solos all around, and nobody was
more delighted by a hot lick than
David Clftyton-Thomas. All night
his obvious interest in what the band
was playing and his willingness to
turn the stage completely over to
the players was notable.
It was a night of music ex
cellently played and sung, both fam
iliar and challenging. The group's
next album, now in preparation,
should be a sound for sore ears.

When longtime drummer/lead
er Bobby Colomby finally exited
Blood, Sweat and Tears for a record
company vice-presidency two years
ago, it was generally assumed that
the seminal jazz/rock ensemble had
passed into history. The fresh and
exciting young band of Canadians
assembled under the BS&T tradition
of killer chops and sophisticated
execution, and Clayton-Thomas's
opener, "What Did We Come Here
For?" proved that the years haven't
affected his vocal power or audience
rapport. "You're the One" gave the
JOE MULHERIN
singer a chance to show his fine
ballad style, and even jumped into
a jaunty reggae on the way out.
Longtime BS&T fans were ac
knowledged with a Greatest Hits
Medley covering all theole favorites, FREDDIE HUBBARD
from "God Bless the Child" to "The Love Connection"
"You Made Me So Very Happy,"
with near unanimous audience singThis new LP marks a classic
a-longs on "Hi-De-Ho" and "And
When I die." The brand-new band reunion for three original members
was exceptionally tight on the old of the Return To Forever group.
tunes, and enlivened the familiar Chick Corea - keyboards, Starlev
songs with fresh approaches, espec Clarke-bass and Joe Fanell~sax and
ially in the singular guitar work of flute, plus session leader trumpet
Rob Piltch, and the sympathetic, and flugelhorn player par excellence
tenor saxophone of Harvey Kogen. Freddie Hubbard and his hand
To underscore the point that this picked orchestra of a dozen hot
jass artists have combined their tal
was no hits rehash, the band moved
directly into the most challenging ents to bring you two full sides of
piece of the night, a modernistic, top-notch entertainment.
With extremely gifted Claus
multi-rhythmic pastiche, "Spanish
Ogerman in charge of producing,
Wine," a new compositon by trum
conducting and all musical arrange
peter Bruce Cassity. The influence of
flamenco music was matched by ments, the album achieves that
touches reminiscent of both Chick special automatic listen ability de
Corea and Don Ellis, as Cassidy's sired by all but realized by very few
piece alternated tight ensemble artists. A special arrangement of
"Little Sunflower," one of Freddie's
sections with generous solo space.
all time great compositions is given
The composer was quite fluent on
trumpet, and saxophonists Kogen a new lustre by vocalist A1 Janeau.
The fine trumpet and flugelhorn
and Earl Seymour cooked. Rick
playing of Mr. Hubbard on this new
Martinez's piano moved through
several persuasive moods, and David release shows without a doubt that
he still has what it takes to secure
Piltch's fine bass solo was certainly
the decisive votes for instrument
the first time I've heard real Fla
alist of the year according to sev
menco on that instrument. "Ap
eral annual polls of jazz enthusiasts.
plause,
Applause"
showcased
Cassidy's trumpet again, played
through a multivoice synthesizer.

Just Jazz

representative in the arena. After hurt.
If she can walk that wire with
all, being a bitch is woman's work.
Although knowing it is pure out destroying herself, we can en
schtick, there was never a feeling joy a really talented rascal. She's
of being duped. The temptress does bringing us today's version of the
not underestimate the intelligence timeless, old-school jazz of Chicago
of her audience. To the contrary, and St. Louis alleys and basement
in spite of her careless and care bars, and not the super-sophist
lessness and mockery, she seems to icated LA-NY style of Chick Corea
recognize their importance in the and Joni Mitchell. If Joni wears
imagining and fulfilling of the fan Gucci pants, then Rickie Lee shops
tasy. Because of this respect, her Fredericks of Hollywood and the
control over the crowd was impress Goodwill. She is simply all that we
ive, even if it may have been a little see, with her unpretentious affect
ations and tough-as-nails vulnera
overwhelming to her at times.
The band is superb and per bility.
fectly suited to Jones's needs. They
set her up and follow at her elbow
to enhance and support her spon
LYNN LE SUEUR
taneity. She is a more than adequate

CLAY YAGER

Bruce Printing
Company
357 N. Main
526~1506
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•Quality offset printing
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Listen to FM-89, WLYX for Solomon Alfred's
``RISING STAR" Broadcast . . . Oct 5,11,17, 23.
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